Recommendation letter
To Whom It May Concern:
I am pleased to write a letter of recommendation for Raikhel Nadezhda Georgievna.
I am absolutely convinced Raikhel Nadezhda is an excellent and hard-working teacher I have
ever met.
1 have been working with Nadezhda for the past two years. While this period she has shown
her as a person who achieves every goal she goes in for and always gets the high results.
Her ambitions are incredible. Nadezhda constantly improves her skills about foreign languages.
She is used to devoting her free time for mastering something new in the languages she can
speak.
Moreover Raikhel is a great TEFL teacher. Some time ago I was taught the TEFL course by
Nadezhda. The course had been about 3 months but as it was so fascinating I didn't notice the
time passed. That course was very useful for improving all my skills. And since then I have been
using all the methods about teaching English. They help me to have very organized lessons and
to get remarkable results in training my students.
Also there is some more information about Nadezhda I want to share with. Actually she is not
only a teacher but she is a director in "MIO English" center. Being part of this organization I
realize we are a team that helps every our student to be immersed into the studying process and
get pleasure of cooperation with us. To have Raikhel Nadezhda Georgievna as a colleague is
something that makes me feel positive and to be focused on getting the progress all the time.
To say more is that Nadezhda is a confident and sensible supervisor. Her aspiration to broaden
the horizons is amazing. The priority in her life is to do her best about being a teacher and chief.
Nadezhda inspires us, her staff, to be creative and use all our resourcefulness in teaching process.
I am really glad and proud to be instructed by such an inquisitive person as Raikhel Nadezhda.
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Approximately a year ago, I became insecure about my English and started to
struggle a lot, even though my grades were high, I felt like I was not growing in knowing
the language at all, so I went to an English course, and, luckily, I became Nadezhda
Georgievna's student for 7 months. I have been learning English since I was a secondgrader, I have had many tutors, however, I can surely admit that Nadezhda Georgieva
is honestly the best teacher I have ever had.
It is not hard to guess that being a teacher is a sophisticated job that requires a
ton of personal qualities that are not that easy to gain, nonetheless, Raikhel Nadezhda
Georgievna has the exact personality and she easily adjusts people to a working mood.
Every time I had come to her classes, I felt myself interested in which topic we were
going to discuss that day, as she always had chosen deep subjects that actually are
common in our days and that are present on the IELTS exam, which I also plan to pass.
Nadezhda Georgievna is a kind and intelligent person herself. She never judges
anyone for their mistakes and personal opinions, which nowadays the majority is keen
on doing. This creates a special ambiance of freedom, where you can bravely say
anything that is on your mind and get an advice on where you have mistaken without
any disapproval. She never says that a person is writing a nonsense, which is very
appreciated. At first, to be honest, I am always scared of speaking much and on my first
classes, I was more passive, not talking much and afraid of using any complex
structures. However, a couple of lessons later I felt that I was enjoying studying with this
teacher and began to feel free.
One significant thing to add is that Nadezhda Georgievna is always open with her
students, which builds a strong bond between them. When talking about a certain
subject, she nearly always has an interesting story to tell. This all increases person’s
interest to the discussion and makes him want to share his own, that helps him practice
more. And on my own experience, I need to state that she motivates a student with
ease. I need to acknowledge that I have never been obsessed with studying. In fact, I
was just a lazy mess, but after some classes I felt myself like I needed to get together.
Meeting with Nadeshda Georgievna made me a different person. Everything she
said always got on my mind and I drowned in my own thoughts, whereupon J came to a
certain realization. I started reading more, searching for different studying sources, and
now I feel great and still am curious about the world, learning everything I need to know.
Not only that, she always gives us new structures and words that are mainly not so
common in usage among people around the world. She gets a great way of learning
new information and I remember a lot of aspects from every lesson which noticeably
improved my English and it caught sight of my teacher at school at once.
On balance, I believe that Nadezhda Georgievna is an astounding teacher who I
really appreciate and who I am very much grateful to. As you can see she has many
qualities of not only a teacher, but just a person, which makes her course informative
and unforgettable. In my opinion, a truly perfect teacher is not the one who only teaches
you grammar, but does it alongside being supportive. This is the way of motivating
oeple.
Khassenova Aizere

Recommendation letter
li is a true pleasure for me to write this letter o f recommendation for Raikhel
Nadezhda Georgievna. 1 have known her for eleven years as a English teacher in
language school “MIO” since I started to learn English language. I have found her
to be committed and hard-working. When I started to learn language my English
lev el w as “beginner" after how I started to attend “M lО English” courses
approximately after 5-6 months I was able to speak in English on basic topics.
Nadezhda Georgievna taught me English during 3 years. 1 was enjoying our classes
very much. Because every lesson we got from our teacher something new\ each
time we learned something new and supplemented our knowledge. Classes have
always been interesting , I remember how we use to celebrate Halloween,
Thanksgiving day , Christmas and other holidays. At lessons it was forbad to use
Russian or Kazakh words ,so we tried to use only English during whole lessons,
that's why we were able to communicate with others or with native speakers in
English faster. M\ English language teacher at school also noticed that my English
improved than it use to be. even I couldn’t to say anything before I took lessons
from Nadezhda Georgievna. After one year 1 was able to watch American TV
shows without subtitles. This lessons also help me to pass my entry exams for my
bachelor degree, I got 20 points out o f 25 in English section in “UNT” . This year I
graduated KSU on specialty “international relations” and also 1 passed with good
mark my compulsory English entry examinations for master’s degree, 1 got 89 out
of 100. Now 1 am doing my master’s in KSU on specialty “jurisprudence” .When I
was studying my bachelor’s degree in university 1 was attending Chinese lesson
classes with teacher from China. I learned Chinese in English language, then 1 got
scholarship to China. During half year I was in China, we had a lot o f students
from all over the world and 1 was able to communicate with all o f them in English.
Whenever 1 am abroad I do not worry about how to communicate with other or
with searching translator, because l can easily communicate with everyone in
English by myself. I am grateful to the teacher for lessons. 1 consider Nadezhda
Georgievna to be a very competent specialist in such fields as English language
teaching methodology, educational technologies.

If you need additional information about Nadezhda Georgievna please contact
me at +8 708 907 75 25
Abenova Madina
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Lipovenko M.V. feedback about the son’s occupations (Lipovenko S) with the teacher of English Rakhel
N.G
Since March, 2015 my son Sergey has been learning English with the teacher Rakhel Nadezhda
Georgiyevna in the center MIO. i see his achievements in colloquial English (prior to occupations he very
poorly talked to Nadezhda Georgiyevna in English, and in a social network of "Tandem" 30 min.
communicates in English with the acquaintances from others now), writes compositions and
statements, watches animated films in English. My son achieved such progress in many respects thanks
to Nadezhda Georgiyevna's professionalism. Sergey with pleasure attends her cesses, he is inspired by
an example of his teacher in studying of English (he also wants to continue studying of language abmad
and to visit those countries where his teacher studied). I am as the parent very grateful to Nadezhda
Georgiyevna for her work, for those attending knowledge which was gained by my son her classes, and
especially for a personal example and the imparted love to English.
Sincerely
Head of department rtgional of sales of TOO "PAKT"
Lipovenko Marina Vladimirovna
mob. +77052195939

Helio My name is Sergey lipowenko. I am from Kazakhstan Karaganda .1 have studied English since
2012.1was taught several by different teachers. But big success I have reached recently. When I to
Nadezda Georgievna Raknel 2 years ago I was having low level of speaking with other peoples. Nadezda
Georgievna helped to me destroy my language barrier in a short space of time: 3 months. Before I reaily
was afraid talking with real people . Her lessons pass very interesting and creatively. Although for me
Nadezda Georgievna set a example, I like she wants to study in different countries. And Nadezda
Georgievna help me to achieve my objectives, to study in the USA.
With respect
Pupil of PilBA
Lipowenko Sergey
Mobile +77471336674

REFhRANS MEKTUBU

Ben Omirtayeva Dinara organizasvon yoneticisi Raihel Nadezhda
Giorgievna it^inbu referans mektubunu vermek ve kendisinin k issel ozelliklerinden
balboimek 19111 Lu mektubu yazmaklayim.
Onun derslerdeki katilimciligi onu diger ogretmenlerin arasindaki farkli
kilmi$tir. Onun i§e girdigi zaman bizim enercigimiz ona bakip dolu oluyor. £imkii
enercili ve sevincli bir insan. Dersleri 90k ilgin 9 ve anla§ilir gefiyor. Benimde bu
guzel ve harika bir insannan 90k $ey ogrenmem lazim.
Nadezhda her zaman 90k bilgilerini iyi anlatip kendi deneylrini ozetleyip
susmaya 9ali§iyor. Onun hep ogrencileri giizel ogretmen oldugun biliyorlar ve
seviyorlar, savgi tutuyorlar. Hayatinidaki en oncmli meslekta$im ve davasina
uzman indan о Nadezhda Raihel. B\x sebeple kendisine dayir tavsiyelerimi
vermekten mutluluk duyarim.

Saygilanmla.
Omirtayeva Dinara Stfpargalikizi

Райхель Надежда Георгиевна - преподаватель английского языка моего сына
Волгина Данилы (15 лет, 10 класс, НИШ Караганда).
За время его обучения в школе сменили несколько преподавателей и курсов
английского языка. А в МЮ, которым руководит Надежда Георгиевна мы уже постоянные
студенты уже 3-ий год.

И один из факторов, который стимулировал сына на

добросовес гное, ответственное изучение английского языка на предыдущих уровнях, - это
возможность проходить уровень подготовки к IELTS у Надежды Георгиевны. И вот весь
прошлый учебный год он посещал ее занятия. Главным результатом которых был весьма
высокий балл на пробном экзамене. Но в этом году решил и дальше посещать ее курсы,
ведь Надежда Георгиевна на каждом уроке открывает новые «секреты» лексики и
грамматики английского языка, запас которых > нее, судя по всему, нескончаемый... Сам
он отмечает, что именно с помощью этого преподавателя стал намного уверенней
разговаривать и понимать иностранную речь, чго очень помогает в общении и на уроках в
НИШ, где преподают носители английского языка. Ему очень понравилось, что занятия
проходят в формате «only english», уделяется много внимания разговорной речи. После
занятий с Надеждой Георгиевной почувствовал разницу, стал легче читать иностранные
сайты, слушать и воспринимать па слух иностранную речь.
Замечая интерес сына к изучению английского языка и его успехи- отдали и дочь
I ! класс 81 школа) в этот центр. Нам повезло. И на летних каникулах Надежда Георгиевна
около 2 недель занималась и с ней. Хотелось бы отметить тот факт, что данный
преподаватель с легкостью находит обший язык с учениками разного возраста и уровня
знаний Малыши иеняг ее за простой, доступный способ изложения материала, а более
старшие студенты- за развитый интеллект и высокий уровень знаний и преподавания.

Волгина Ирина Юрьевна. Иностранное предприятие «Мун Лайт Джей РР».
Юрист.
Тел. 8747260269

Посещать занятия по английскому языку у преподавателя Надежды
Георгиевны я начал уже более года назад. За это время мало что изменилосьполтора часа подготовки к экзамену IELTS два раза в неделю. И если бы мне
задали вопрос, хотел ли бы ли я вернутся в прошлое и изменить что-то в
занятиях- я бы ответил: «категорически нет». За столь непродолжительный
срок знакомства с Надеждой Георгиевной я понял для себя: она отличный
человек и превосходный преподаватель. На ее уроках ты постоянно узнаешь
чго-то новое для себя- и это следствие как ее высоких профессиональных
знании, так и сильных педагогических навыков. Мне всегда интересно
присутствовать па ее, уроках- и я не просто присутствую, я участвую в них.
Мы постоянно дискутируем на различные тематики и выполняем
разнообразные работы для улучшения навыков. Я учусь В НИШ- школа
имени первого президента, и хочу отметить, что помимо, собственно,
подготовки к экзамену уроки помогают мне в повседневной жизни (изучение
различных текстов на английском языке, общение) а также и в школе, так как
в нашей учебной системе повсеместно используется интеграция английского
языка во все предметы изучения. Таким образом, занятия английского,
преподаваемые именно Надеждой Георгиевной, принесли мне огромную
пользу во многих аспектах жизни. За это я ей премного благодарен, и
намереваюсь продолжить обучение у нее.

Ученик !() «С» класса НИШ (Назарбаев интеллектуальная школа)
Волгин Данила
Тел.: 8 747 322 59 67

Recommendation letter
I am Kristina Gavrish from Kazakhstan. I studied with Nadezhda
Georgievna Raikhel last year. She is the best teacher belive in that
because if I don't understad something she tell me gently not that my
school teachers , and all new material well remembered. All topics that
we learned was interesting and understandable . She has an excellent
accen t and w h e n I hear it I want to have the same. Lesson always has a
good atmosphere.

Recommendation letter
To Whom It May Concern:
I am pleased to write a letter of recommendation for Raikhel Nadezhda Georgievna.
She is an exceptional boss and inspirational person I have ever met.
I have been working at "MIO English" center for 1 year and half, where Nadezhda is my boss and
colleague. During this period she has shown her professionalism and her best personal qualities. She is
very creative and studious person, who is always ready to improve her skills not only according her
work, but moreover about different spheres of life.
When I entered my position as a teacher of English language, Nadezhda provided me with the
guidance I needed about my work. Though, at the same time, I was given the freedom and flexibility to
look for creative lessons.
It is impossible not to mention the fact that Nadezhda is highly qualified TEFL Teacher. I am
pleased to say that I constantly join TEFL courses which are provided by Nadezhda. Her lessons are full
of information and new methods; moreover her level of explanation is absolutely clear and
comprehensible.
I am incredibly grateful to Nadezhda for her understanding about her colleagues on
fundamental level. I always fell supporting and stimulation in the work environment she has created.
She is clearly interested in helping me grow as an employee. Her patience and willingness to help have
made me motivated to do the best job I can.
I am lucky person having such a perfect boss and colleague, who is able to inspire and support in
all cases.

English Language Teacher,
Kim Katerina, mobile +77017544997,
e-mail: Katerina k-88(a>mail.ru.
Instagram: Katerina_k-88

Recommendation letter

I had the pleasure of attending the course “How to teach IELTS preparation?” which
contained 24 hours of useful and important information aimed at preparation of candidates for
passing the exam. The course gave me the possibility to study all stages of IELTS test
accurately. Moreover. I learned the skills that the candidate must possess in order to pass
IELTS for band 9.
The course gives clear understanding of assessment criteria, content of each part of the
examination, useful activities and methods which can be used on the way of achieving good
results.
I would like to express my gratitude to Nadezhda Raikhel for the opportunity to
improve my knowledge and skills about the IELTS coaching. The instructor proved to be an
outstanding professional, well-organized and creative. It was pleasant to be taught by such a
talented and qualified teacher.

From the participant of the
course “How to teach IELTS preparation?”

Recommendation letter

To Whom It May Concern:

We are pleased to write a letter of recommendation for educational center “Mio", where we
studied TEFL course “How to teach IELTS preparation”. During this course, we were introduced
to basic strategies of IELTS exam.
The course is aimed at teachers who prepare students for the test.
The course has the most important units, which cover reading writing, listening and speaking
skills. All these units generally start by introducing the aims and the skill covered - talking about
how this skill is assessed in the exam. They then move on to discuss task types in relation to each
skill, and explain key strategies, which are helpful for students. Units normally end with a
‘theory to practice’ section, suggesting a practical activity that could be used in the classroom to
explain task types and strategies to the learners.
The course is clearly well-structured and the learning aims for each section are clear. By far the
most positive aspect of the course is that it is interactive - sometimes it uses matching tasks or
gap fill activities to highlight key concepts. It also makes use of exam-style activities which you
complete as part of the training, so you get real experience o f the type o f tasks that learners mayencounter. This course raises your awareness of both these aspects, and the exam-like tasks do
add an element of challenge.
Overall, the course is great as an introduction to the IELTS exam and provides plenty of tips and
strategies you can share with learners. It might not be the most comprehensive on the productive
skills front, but we’d still recommend the course.
We recommend the course for recently qualified teachers with no experience of the IELTS test.
Any school could use this course as pre-requisite training for potential IELTS teachers; it covers
key points well and can easily be done across a few weeks.

MaiyaWugumanova
the4eacher of English, Karaganda state teclmical university
Maral Dosmagambetova
the teacher of English, Karaganda state technical university

Recommendation letter
for N.G.Raikhel

I am Pervakova Victoria a teacher o f English language in "Mio" language center.
Raikhel N. G has chosen to take part in the competition o f "Global teachers price
award" and I am writing a- recommendation letter to support her efforts. Raikhel
N. G. is my director and my colleague. I have been working closely with
Nadezhda since July 2015. She always answers all my questions and shares her
experience. She has also thought me how to teach TEFL courses. I like to work
with Nadezhda. I think she is a brilliant hardworking teacher and she is the person
who deserves this awards.
She always does whatever it takes to help any students understand and retain the
material. Her preparation is always intensive. She has always been an effective
teacher and uses the class time effectively. Her extensive preparation allows class
to begin effective communication immediately. Her academic performance is very
exemplar}'. She provided whole group instruction, led small group activities, and
offered remedial instruction to individual students. Raikhel N. G. also developed
sound classroom management techniques based upon positive encouragement and
clearly defined expectations.
Pervakova Victoria
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English teacher
Contacts:
Tel: 87053325568
pervakova viktoria@mail.ru
25.09.2017

Tamila Kuanysheva
about
Nadezhda Raikhel.
English Language and
IELTS preparation instructor
Recommendation letter
Everything ever happens the first time. For example, I have not ever written letters of
recommendation. This is my first attempt. So, alas, I'm an absolute beginner in writing such texts.
However, now I will do my best to prove that Nadezhda Raikhel is an exceptional person and an
English Language and IELTS preparation instructor. By the way, it should be noted that I have
known her for one and a half year. A long enough time, is not it? Therefore, it can be assumed that
this letter contains reliable information, not the first impression.
Well, there are several reasons why I think Nadezhda Raikhel is an outstanding person. First
of all, the course that I attended was awesome. This woman has an incredible ability to combine
topics so as not to miss anything important and not to make her students get bored at the same time.
The lessons were very interesting and rich, as we spent time developing all the skills required for
IELTS. I especially liked that as a result, I got a very useful skill not to learn the standard answers,
but to generate them myself depending on the situation. In addition, in this course, I liked the
attitude of the instructor herself to the students. Of course, she is quite strict, but not so much that
you want to run from her where your eyes look. She always finds a positive attitude to conduct
classes, so it is difficult to get bored in them.
Of course, not only because of the good courses I find my instructor amazing. I am attracted
also by her outstanding personal qualities, such as kindness, responsiveness, ability to understand
and so on. She will always understand if you are late for classes or for some reason unable to do
your homework. She always helps, if it is in her power. I am so confident about this because I have
experienced everything on my own. When I had a difficult emotional state and wanted to just lie
down on the ground and burst into tears of desperation, she helped me, although it should not have
disturbed her at all. I am very grateful to her for the psychological support during this period,
because where else can you find a person who will be so unselfishly helping someone?
And last but not least, I consider her unique because she motivates me. Looking at her, I
understand that you always need to strive for more. She constantly improves her knowledge and
skills, and a large number of diplomas hanging on her wall are proof of this. In addition, she is an
example for me because, after all the bad things that happened to her, she remains positively attuned
to life. She looks at her mistakes and failures with a smile, drawing on wisdom from them. In the
future, I want to be like her in this aspect.
In conclusion, I want to reiterate that NadezhdaRaikhel is simply a unique person and an
English Language and IELTS preparation instructor. As for me, it is because of simply the
wonderful course of preparation for IELTS, personal qualities and attitude to life. She is the person
who motivates me to always learn new things and look for the .good in bad things.
24.08.2018
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